Metal-induced conformational changes in ZneB suggest an active role of membrane fusion proteins in efflux resistance systems
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Resistance nodulation cell division (RND)-based efflux complexes mediate multidrug and heavy-metal resistance in many Gram-negative bacteria. Efflux of toxic compounds is driven by membrane proton/substrate antiporters (RND protein) in the plasma membrane, linked by a membrane fusion protein (MFP) to an outer-membrane protein. The three-component complex forms an efflux system that spans the entire cell envelope. The MFP is required for the assembly of this complex and is proposed to play an important active role in substrate efflux. To better understand the role of MFPs in RND-driven efflux systems, we chose ZneB, the MFP component of the ZneCAB heavy-metal efflux system from Cupriavidus metallidurans CH34. ZneB is shown to be highly specific for Zn2+ alone. The crystal structure of ZneB to 2.8 Å resolution defines the basis for metal ion binding in the coordination site at a flexible interface between the β-barrel and membrane proximal domains. The conformational differences observed between the crystal structures of metal-bound and apo forms are monitored in solution by spectroscopy and chromatography. The structural rearrangements between the two states suggest an active role in substrate efflux through metal binding and release.
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Microorganisms depend on protective mechanisms to survive the effects of toxic compounds in the environment. In Gram-negative bacteria, resistance nodulation cell division (RND)-driven efflux systems confer resistance to many drugs and heavy metals (1, 2). The canonical RND-based system is formed by the association of three components: one integral to the plasma membrane, one integral to the outer membrane, and a periplasmic connector. The plasma membrane protein (RND) is a substrate/proton antiporter. The outer-membrane factor (OMF) spans a large part of the periplasm and provides the exit portal. The periplasmic membrane fusion protein (MFP) links these two components together. Based on the nature of their substrate, tripartite RND-driven efflux systems are divided into two subclasses: the hydrophobe/amphiphile efflux (HAE) and the heavy-metal efflux (HME) subclasses. The selectivity and function of many HAE-RND systems such as the Acr and Mex families have been determined, alongside crystal structures of the RND, OMF, and MFP components of various systems (3–13). However, knowledge of HME-RND systems, including substrate specificity and the basis for selectivity, is much more limited.

The integral plasma membrane components of the RND-based efflux systems are thought of as the pump; however, the discovery of increasing functions of MFPs shows that these proteins also play a major role in substrate transport. Several MFPs bind their respective substrates (14–16), facilitate substrate transport (17, 18), and are essential for transport in vitro (17). MFPs are also involved in OMF recruitment (19), and are also found in Gram-positive bacteria, where no OMF is present (20). Based on these and other observations, several hypotheses about the catalytic functions of MFPs have been proposed. These possible functions include: recognizing, binding, and shuttling of the substrate from the periplasm to the transporter; promoting access of the substrate to the transporter; promoting the open state of the OMF; and affecting the rate of turnover by having different affinities to transition states of the transporter (11, 12, 19, 21). The growing body of evidence establishes MFPs as essential components of the efflux function of RND-driven complexes.

To examine the specificity and possible role of substrate binding and transport in an MFP, we address the metal binding specificity and the crystal structure of ZneB, the MFP from Cupriavidus metallidurans CH34, at 2.8 Å resolution. ZneB belongs to the ZneCAB HME-RND system found in C. metallidurans CH34, a Gram-negative bacterium specialized to survive in soil polluted with high concentrations of heavy metals. Twelve potential HME-RND systems have been identified in the C. metallidurans CH34 genome. The numerous RND transporters is exceptional and indicates high-level resistance to heavy metals; however, the literature provides limited experimental data regarding but a few of them (22). Here we show zinc as the specific ligand for ZneB, derive the distinct characteristics of an HME-type MFP, and propose a mechanism of zinc binding and transport suggested by the structure.

Results

Heavy-Metal Binding Properties of ZneB. With little known about the preferential substrates of Zne, we characterized the metal binding selectivity of ZneB toward Zn2+, Cd2+, Co2+, Mn2+, Ni2+, Pb2+, Cu2+, Cu+, and Ag+. With the exception of manganese, these ions have been identified as potential substrates for HME-RND systems (22). After incubation of purified protein with four molar equivalents of the metal ions, samples were analyzed by mass spectrometry (MS) under non-denaturing conditions to preserve the potential protein-ion complexes (23). Recombinant
ZneB has an experimental molecular mass of 38,749 Da (Fig. 1), identical to the theoretical molecular mass of 38,749.12 Da. After addition of zinc (standard atomic mass 65.38 Da), the mass of the major peak increased to 38,814 Da, implying specific binding of one Zn$^{2+}$ to the protein. ZneB incubated with Cd$^{2+}$, Co$^{2+}$, Mn$^{2+}$, or Ni$^{2+}$ resulted in no mass shift, indicating no interaction between these ions and ZneB (Fig. S1). In the Pb$^{2+}$-treated sample, a very minor peak appeared at 38,956 Da, corresponding to nonspecific binding of one Pb$^{2+}$. Mass spectra recorded after addition of Cu$^{2+}$, Cu$^{+}$, or Ag$^{+}$ gave mixed stoichiometries, suggesting nonspecific binding of these metal ions to the protein.

The dissociation constant ($K_D$) for the Zn-ZneB complex was determined by direct binding assay by electrospray ionization (ESI) MS. This technique has been used to quantify noncovalent protein-ligand interactions (25), and has been shown to accurately reflect protein-ligand binding characteristics in solution (26, 27). After titration of ZneB with zinc, the $K_D$ was determined to be $\sim$1-4 $\mu$M using the model described by Mathur et al. (28). Thus, ZneB specifically binds zinc ions only of those tested here, with 1:1 stoichiometry. We propose that the ZneB system is involved in the efflux of a narrow range of substrates and more specifically of zinc ions.

**Effect of Zn$^{2+}$ Binding on Structure: Zn-ZneB Versus Apo-ZneB.** Both native and selenomethionine ZneB crystallized in the presence of two molar equivalents of Zn$^{2+}$ in space group $I4_122$ with two molecules (A and B, representing the zinc-bound and the apo forms, respectively) in the asymmetric unit. Phases were determined by the single-wavelength anomalous dispersion (SAD) method using data to 3.3 Å resolution. A native dataset to 2.8 Å was used for refinement (Table S1). Residues 11-349 out of 349 in A and residues 39-293 in B were interpreted in the structure and refined.

ZneB has the same overall organization as the MFP from the monovalent-ion-transporting CusB (HME-MFP from *Escherichia coli*) (13) and the amphiphile-selective MexA (HAE-MFP from *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*) (11). The fold consists of four distinct domains consisting of a membrane proximal (MP) domain, a β-barrel domain, a lipoyl domain, and an α-helical hairpin domain (Fig. 2). The polypeptide chain begins in the MP domain and moves on through the β-barrel and lipoyl domains out to the helical hairpin, where it reverses back forming additional components of each domain, returning to the MP domain.

The electron density map shows one Zn$^{2+}$ in A coordinated between the MP and β-barrel domains (Fig. 2). No Zn$^{2+}$ is bound in B and the MP domain in B is not visible, presumably due to flexibility of the ensuing linker and the absence of Zn$^{2+}$. The MP domain was also not visible in the early structures of MFPs such as MexA (9, 10) and MacA (29). The flexibility of the MP domain has been proposed to be a key element in the substrate binding and release mechanisms of MFPs (11, 21). In addition, the domains in B are arranged in a more extended fashion, whereas in molecule A they adopt a crescent shape (Fig. 3).

Zn$^{2+}$ is tetrahedrally coordinated between the Nε of H220 (from the β-barrel domain), E328 (from the MP domain), the Ne of H284 (from the linker connecting those two domains), and a water molecule. This Zn$^{2+}$ coordination is similar to that seen before in the structure of the zinc transporter CzrB (30). Thus, the β-barrel and MP domains cooperate in binding Zn$^{2+}$ as the two domains adopt a specific arrangement. The affinity of ZneB for Zn$^{2+}$ was initially suggested from the necessary presence of the metal for crystal growth and later validated by its presence and coordination in the structure of A, but interestingly not B.

**Mutations Validate the Zn Binding Site.** Mutation of each of the Zn$^{2+}$ residues to serine H220S, H284S, and E328S abolished Zn$^{2+}$ binding as measured by mass spectrometry (as above), whereas mutation of a fourth residue (E285S) located near the coordination site and used as a control did not (Fig. S2). Infrared spectroscopy was used to assess the conformational integrity of the mutant proteins. The characteristic amide I and amide II bands arise from different vibrations of the peptide bond with shapes that are sensitive to the conformation of the protein (31). Comparison of the four mutant spectra with that of ZneB does not reveal any mutation-induced structural differences (Fig. S3).

**Comparison of ZneB, CusB, and MexA.** The structure of Zn$^{2+}$ transport ZneB was compared with CusB in the HME subfamily (13) and to MexA in the HAE subfamily (11). Whereas the general four-domain structure is shared by all, the fold of each domain is most similar to the monovalent-cation (Cu$^+$ and Ag$^+$) -transporting CusB, with some divergence from the amphiphile transporter MexA, especially in the MP domain. MexAB-OprM pumps out many amphiphiles, including antibiotics, organic dyes, detergents, and organic solvents. The root-mean-square deviation...
the only cases where substrate binding is seen in binding site.

Superimposition of molecules A (orange) and B (slate), showing that ZneB bends and adopts a closed, crescent shape upon zinc binding, whereas apo-ZneB adopts a more linear shape. The MP domain of B is unresolved and probably extends the protein in the direction of the linker to the β-barrel domain.

(rmsd) (C) between the MP domains of ZneB and those of CusB and MexA is 1.40 and 8.57 Å, respectively (Fig. 4).

MP and the β-barrel domains are involved in substrate binding in ZneB and CusB—the only cases where substrate binding is seen in crystal structures of MFPs. However, differences must accommodate the different chemical properties and coordination geometries between transition metal ions and hydrophobic/amphiphilic molecules in HMEs and in HAEs, respectively (Fig. 4). The MP domain may be the central core of MFPs’ activity through specific substrate binding and release to the RND. Folding of the β-barrel domains of ZneB, MexA, and CusB is very similar, except in the region facing the MP domains, especially between ZneB and MexA (Fig. 4).

Overall, the rmsd (C) of this domain between ZneB versus CusB and MexA is 1.82 and 3.40 Å, respectively. The main difference lies in the length of the helix in the β-barrel domain that faces the MP domain. This difference is probably related to selectivity rather than to a simple structural variation, because one of the residues involved in the Zn2+ binding motif of ZneB is located in this region.

To analyze this difference in substrate binding between the two members of the HME-MFPs, CusB and ZneB, we analyzed the structural and sequence differences between them. The structures of CusB and ZneB reveal distinctly different modes and locations of metal binding. We aligned and analyzed the sequences of several HME-MFPs (Fig. S4) and built a similarity tree (Fig. S5) of apo and Zn2+ bound CusB-like proteins (assumed to be involved in divalent metal cation efflux) and Zn2+ binding motifs of ZneB and CusB-like proteins (assumed to be involved in monovalent metal cation efflux). Zn2+ binding to the CusB-like cluster. Sequence alignment of the CusB-like proteins shows that the metal binding residues of the CusB MP domain, as seen in the crystal structure (13), are not conserved (Fig. S4). Conversely, three methionine residues of CusB (M21, M36, and M38) that have been identified as essential for Ag+ binding, as well as for Cu2+ resistance of the cell in vivo (14), are highly conserved throughout all CusB-like proteins. None of the residues involved in Cu2+ and Ag+ binding in CusB are conserved in ZneB, and we found no specific binding of either ion by ZneB. Two of the residues involved in the Zn2+ binding site of ZneB, H220 and H284, are not conserved among HME-MFPs (although they are loosely conserved in HmvB and ZniB from C. metallidurans CH34), whereas the third residue, E328, is highly conserved, especially among CzcB-like MFPs.

Structural Flexibility and Rearrangement. Structures of the Zn2+-bound and apo-ZneB, molecules A and B, seen in the same crystal unit cell, suggest a conformational change upon Zn2+ binding. The majority of the MP domain of B is disordered, but the linker strand between the β-barrel and the MP domain suggests that the location of the latter is dramatically different from the Zn2-bound form. To assess the degree of structure change in solution and separate the contributions due to crystal packing, we evaluated the changes in apparent size and shape by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), infrared spectroscopy, and tryptophan quenching fluorescence assay.

Analytical SEC retention volumes depend on the shape of the protein. ZneB (∼39 kDa) is considerably elongated in shape. Therefore, it is expected to run at the position of a globular protein of higher apparent molecular volume on SEC. Zn-ZneB elutes from the column at a retention volume of 14.5 mL, corresponding in position to that of a globular protein of 44 kDa (Fig. 5). The unbound form elutes at a retention volume of 13.9 mL, corresponding to a globular protein of 61 kDa. This shows that ZneB undergoes a conformational change upon Zn2+ binding to a more compact state as in A, versus the linear arrangement of domains in B. Moreover, SEC shows that ZneB is a monomer in solution, like every other MFP (14, 21, 29), and that zinc binding has no influence on its quaternary structure. Similar results have been obtained for CusB from E. coli (14).

The structures of apo- and Zn2+-ZneB were compared using infrared spectroscopy. The spectra are very similar, but not
with a shoulder at 1686 cm⁻¹ for Zn²⁺. Attenuated total refection Fourier-transformed infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra of deuterated apo-ZneB (solid line) and Zn²⁺-ZneB (dashed line). Plotted curves are averaged from three independent measurements. Absorbance values were normalized. Inset shows the difference spectrum between Zn²⁺-bound (A) and apo (B) support the hypothesis of an active role of MFPs in RND-driven efflux. A docking model of MexA on the antiporter MexB localizes the MP domain near a pocket responsible for drug access and binding in the antiporter (11). Substrate carried by MexA was proposed to be released to the antiporter through MP domain localization and flexibility (11, 21). Likewise, structural modifications of ZneB might trigger substrate delivery to the antiporter (ZneA). ZneB bound to its antiporter will be coupled to the conformational changes of the pump in its “functional rotation cycle” (4, 5). Because the Zn²⁺ binding site of ZneB is composed of residues from two different domains of the protein and a third from the flexible linker between them, binding can be easily disrupted with a small shift in the location of the two domains. The evidence observed in the crystal structure of ZneB suggests a change in conformation would lead from the open apo form (termed the “unrotated” state in MexA), where the MP domain is located in the straight extension of the three other domains, to the closed (crescent-shaped) zinc-bound form (termed the “rotated” state in MexA) (Fig. 8). The high conservation of E328 throughout HME-MFPs of different mono- and divalent-ion specificities implies that this residue might be involved in more diverse mechanisms than substrate binding alone. Other possible functions include interaction with the antiporter to facilitate substrate handoff and influence the turnover rate by modifying ZneB affinity for the transporter. ZneB binds specifically with an ~3 μM Kd for Zn²⁺, compatible with subsequent cation release to the antiporter. The flexibility in the linker regions between the four domains is also consistent with differences observed in the location of each domain between the different MFP crystal structures. The structural rearrangement upon substrate binding of the MP domain might be an essential element underlying the hypothesis that MFP may have a role in energy-coupling between the antiporter and the OMF.

The substrate binding ability of ZneB, a periplasmic protein, indicates that the Zne efflux complex is likely to detoxify the cell from the periplasm. This system could therefore prevent damage done to the cell before heavy-metal ions cross the plasma membrane. This detoxification mechanism is possibly adopted by most of the HME-RND systems. These systems might also work in synergy with inner-membrane ATPase transporters or cation diffusion facilitators which expel ions from the cytoplasm to the periplasm (1, 33). However, the ability of RND-driven efflux systems to capture their substrate from the cytoplasm requires further investigation (34). Alternatively, MFPs might act as a regulator by substrate-induced MFP conformational changes, promoting substrate transport by the entire complex. Substrate release by the
MFP back to the antiporter may not be necessary to the transport to function. When substrate periplasmatic concentration drops below a certain threshold, equilibrium would favor the apo-MFP form, triggering repression of the transport activity. Thus, MFP could regulate the concentration dependence of efflux in a cooperative fashion, allowing for physiologic concentrations of the ions.

The exact up-regulation and functional necessity of the Zne system has yet to be defined, but the insights we have gathered from the structure and binding specificities of Zne reveal a specialized detoxification machinery. The nonconserved zinc binding motif of ZneB and the remote clustering of this protein in the similarity tree (Fig. S5) reveals unique characteristics of Zne not shared with other CzeB-like proteins. This is in agreement with the sharp selectivity of ZneB for Zn$^{2+}$, whereas all other known HME-RND systems target at least two or three cations.

Expressing an RND-driven efflux system to detoxify a single heavy metal with intermediate toxicity such as zinc is an energetically expensive strategy, and C. metallidurans also carries the Cze system, which is responsible for Zn$^{2+}$ detoxification along with Cd$^{2+}$ and Co$^{2+}$. Because C. metallidurans CH34 carries a large number of RND systems in its genome, with overlapping specificities, it is able to mount a multilayered response to a large range of metal-rich biotopes (22, 35).

Materials and Methods

Protein Expression and Purification. The coding sequence of ZneB (37–385) corresponding to the mature protein devoid of its signal peptide (Q1LC17) was amplified by PCR with high-fidelity DNA polymerase (Fermentas) using genomic DNA from C. metallidurans CH34 as template. A 3C-protease cleavage site was introduced at the ZneB C terminus. PCR product was ligated into plasmid pET30b (Novagen) between NdeI and XhoI restriction sites, upstream of a His-tag-coding sequence. The construct was transformed into E. coli strain BL21(DE3) (Novagen) for expression, or into methionine auxotrophic strain B834(DE3) (Novagen) for selenomethionine-labeled protein expression. BL21 (DE3) cells were grown at 37 °C in Luria–Bertani medium to an OD$_{600nm}$ of 0.8. Expression was induced by 0.5 mM isopropyl-$\beta$-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for 3.5 h. B834(DE3) cells were grown at 37 °C in minimal medium containing methionine to an OD$_{600nm}$ of 1. Cells were harvested, resuspended in minimal medium, and starved of methionine for 3 h. Seleno-L-methionine was added as the sole methionine source. Expression was induced by 0.5 mM IPTG for 8 h. Cell pellets were resuspended with chilled purification buffer (20 mM Heps, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl) containing 20 mM imidazole, DNase, and protease inhibitors (Complete, Roche). Cells were lysed in an EmulsiFlex (Avestin) at 4 °C. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 140,000 × g for 30 min at 4 °C. Supernatant was mixed with Ni–NTA resin (Qiagen). Resin was washed with chilled purification buffer containing 50 mM imidazole and protein was eluted with 250 mM imidazole. The protein sample was loaded onto a PD-10 desalting column (GE Healthcare) using storage buffer (20 mM Heps, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl). The His tag was removed by overnight digestion in 3C-protease at 4 °C. Uncleaved His-tagged ZneB and 3C-protease (carring a His tag) were removed using Ni–NTA resin. The sample was fractionated on a Superdex 200 SEC column. Fractions containing ZneB were pooled and protein was concentrated to a desired value (measured with Nanodrop, Thermo Scientific) using an Amicon filter device (30 kDa cutoff; Millipore). Protein purity and stability were assayed by SEC and SDS/PAGE. Protein integrity, His-tag cleavage, and selenomethionine replacement efficiencies were verified by MS.

Mass Spectrometry. Mass spectra were acquired on a Q-TOF Ultima API spectrometer (Waters/Micromass) equipped with a nanoelectrospray source and operating in positive-ion mode. Parameters used for binding experiments were set as follows: capillary voltage 1600 V, cone voltage 50 V, source block temperature 100 °C, and pin_pwd 2.2 mbar. ZneB was solubilized in 20 mM ammonium acetate (pH 6.9). Metal solutions were prepared using ZnSO$_4$, CdCl$_2$, CoCl$_2$, NiCl$_2$, MnCl$_2$, CuCl$_2$, Pb(CH$_3$CO)$_2$, and AgNO$_3$ salts. Cu$^{+}$ was obtained by adding ascorbate to Cu$^{2+}$ solution. Zinc solution was prepared using an atomic absorption standard (Fluka). For the K$_D$ determination, titration was conducted with constant protein concentration (4 μM) and varying zinc concentration (0–20 μM). Each titration experiment was realized in triplicate. Data acquisition was performed using a Masslyx 4.0 system (Waters/Micromass). Deconvoluted spectra were generated with MaxEnt1 (Waters/Micromass). After baseline subtraction, peak areas of apo and metallated forms (and their respective adducts) were determined using the Masslyx integration program. Due to the overlapping of the ion-bound form with some apo-ZneB adducts, the contribution of the latter was estimated for each spectrum and subtracted from the area of the Zn-bound form. For accurate molecular mass determination, protein was solubilized in 50 mM acetonitrile/1% formic acid (vol/vol) after desalting on ZipTipC$_18$ resin (Millipore). Molecular mass was determined after MaxEnt1 deconvolution of the mass/charge raw data.

Crystallization and Data Collection. Crystals were grown by the hanging-drop vapor-diffusion technique. Four microliters of a 7 mg/mL ZneB solution added with 360 μM ZnSO$_4$ was mixed with 2 μL of a well solution containing 0.1 M Na-acetate (pH 5.4), 1.9 M Na-formate, and 3% ethanol. Crystals grew to full size within a few days at 20 °C (0.4 × 0.4 × 0.2 mm$^3$). When none of the ions Cd$^{2+}$, Ca$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, or Cu$^{2+}$ was added, ZneB did not crystallize. Crystals were cryoprotected in nylon loops (Hampton Research) using well solution containing 30% ethanol. A slight contaminant was present within crystals as revealed by SDS/PAGE. It was removed after incubation of purified ZneB with hydroxypatite resin (Bio-Rad). This treatment increased the diffraction limit from 3.2 to 2.8 Å. Two microliters of 5.5 mg/mL selenomethionine-labeled ZneB solution containing 280 μM in ZnSO$_4$ was mixed with 2 μL of well solution containing 0.1 M Na-acetate (pH 4.8), 1.75 M Na-formate, and 10% glycerol. Crystals were cryoprotected using well solution containing 25% glycerol. Native datasets were collected at 100 K at beamline ID23-1 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France). SAD datasets were collected at 100 K at beamline B3.1 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS, Berkeley, CA).

Structure Determination and Refinement. Data were indexed and scaled using HKL2000 (36). A random sampling (5%) of data was omitted from the structure factors during refinement for Rfree calculations. Initial phase calculations and solvent flattening were done using the PHENIX system (37). Eight selenium sites were located and initial maps were calculated at 3.4 Å resolution. The initial model was then refined using the 2.8 Å data. The model was built using Coot (38) and refinement was using Refmac (39) and PHENIX. Figures were generated using PyMOL (40).

Mutagenesis. Residues H220, H284, E285, and E328 were individually substituted for serine by site-directed mutagenesis (Stratagene) using double-stranded plasmid (pET30b carrying the zneB gene) template and mutagenic primers. Mutations were confirmed by sequencing (GATC Biotech). Expression and purification of mutants were as for wild-type.

Size-Exclusion Chromatography. SEC was performed using a Superdex 200 10/300GL analytical column on an Äkta Purifier (GE Healthcare). The column was
preequilibrated with 50 mM Hepes (pH 7.5) and calibrated with SEC globular molecular mass standards (Bio-Rad) (thyroglobulin, 670 kDa; γ-globulin, 158 kDa; ovalbumin, 44 kDa; myoglobin, 17 kDa; vitamin B12, 1.35 kDa).

Infrared Spectroscopy. ZnE8 was solubilized in 2 mM Hepes buffer (pH 7.5). ATR-FTIR spectra were recorded at 20 °C on an Equinox 55 infrared spectrophotometer (Bruker Optics) equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride detector. The internal reflection element was a crystal (2 × 2 mm) with an aperture angle of 45° yielding a single internal reflection. Protein was spread at the diamond crystal surface by evaporation of the sample under nitrogen flow. Two hundred fifty-six accumulations were performed to improve the signal/noise ratio. The spectrometer was continuously purged with dried air. Spectra were recorded at a nominal resolution of 2 cm⁻¹. Hydrogen was exchanged with deuterium by flushing D₂O-saturated nitrogen.

Fluorescence Spectroscopy. Tryptophan fluorescence quenching experiments were carried out with acrylamide quencher. ZnE8 in 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5). 150 mM NaCl buffer was titrated with 3 M acrylamide. Fluorescence was monitored at 20 °C on an SLM Aminco 8000 fluorometer (Horiba) using excitation and emission wavelengths of 290 and 333 nm, respectively. Quenching data were analyzed according to the Stern–Volmer equation for collisional quenching: \[F_0/F = 1 + K[Q], \]
where \( F_0 \) and \( F \) are the fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of quencher, respectively, \( [Q] \) is the molar concentration of quencher, and \( K \) is the Stern–Volmer quenching constant. Data were subjected to a linear fit.

Sequence Alignment. Sixty-four HME-MFP sequences were selected using UniProtKB. No BLAST was performed to avoid a biased sequence pool. Proteins were selected for their unequivocally belonging to the HME-MFP family to avoid any HAE-MFPs. When not specified in the UniProtKB entry, signal peptides were identified and removed using SignalP (41). Alignment of mature HME-MFP sequences was generated using Clustal X (42) using default parameters and iteration at each alignment step.
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